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(54) System and method for modeling, executing, and monitoring activities

(57) A method to manage a plurality of activities that
includes, for example, determining a dependency be-
tween a state of a first activity of the plurality of activities
and a state of a second activity of the plurality of activities,
the dependency requiring that the state of the second
activity change from a first state to a second state for a

non-violating change in the state of the first activity from
a third state to a fourth state to occur; monitoring the first
activity and the second activity to detect a violation of the
dependency; and taking a remedial action responsive to
the detecting of the violation.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates generally to the
technical field of inter-organizational activity manage-
ment. In one specific example, embodiments relate to a
method and system to manage the change of the state
of a first activity according to a conditional dependency
of the change of the state of the first activity on the state
of a second activity.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In today’s economy, the boundaries between
companies have begun to dissolve. High flexibility may
be required to cope with external market forces and
events. Over recent years, we have seen a rise of differ-
ent organizations dynamically interacting with each oth-
er. Examples of such interaction networks include disas-
ter crisis management, project/program management,
activity management in the creative industries, emergen-
cy room management, cellular manufacturing manage-
ment, and many more. This rise in dynamic interaction
between organizations requires new approaches for in-
ter-organizational process (or activity) management.
[0003] Current approaches for inter-organizational
process management, which have been in existence for
over a decade, have not attracted the commercial market
(e.g., Grefen, Aberer et al. 2000; Chebbi, Dustdar et al.,
2006). Their failure to attract the commercial market has
several reasons, one of which may be that they are based
on a fixed control-flow model. A control flow may have
to be agreed on by all participants in the process, which
may be, in reality, an unrealistic assumption, especially
when there are more than two partners involved. Addi-
tionally, unlike the control-flow model suggests, process-
es may not be linear. Therefore, approaches that focus
too much on control-flows may not represent the reality
of dynamic processes in a dynamic environment ade-
quately (see Denning, 2006). Furthermore, some of the
current approaches may lead to inflexible processes that
are not followed. For example, the disaster management
domain requires highly flexible process management
with little time for process adaption and re-enactment.
Other dynamic domains, such as project/program man-
agement, business networks, emergency rooms, cellular
manufacturing, or creative industry processes, also have
similar requirements. Moreover, the enactment of a sys-
tem of some of these approaches may hinder flexibility
instead of encouraging it. In the end, these approaches
may reduce process efficiency and effectiveness, lead-
ing to loss of business value.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Some embodiments are illustrated by way of
example and not limitation in the figures of the accom-

panying drawings in which:
[0005] FIG. 1 is an activity diagram of an example dis-
aster recovery plan to which various embodiments may
be applied;
[0006] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example archi-
tecture of an activity-management service to manage,
execute, and monitor activities, such as the activities
shown in the disaster recovery plan of FIG. 1;
[0007] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of various engines
of an example embodiment of the activity-management
service shown in FIG. 2;
[0008] FIG. 3B is a block diagram of various additional
engines of an example embodiment of the activity-man-
agement service shown in FIG. 2;
[0009] FIG. 3C is a block diagram of various additional
engines of an example embodiment of the activity-man-
agement service shown in FIG. 2;
[0010] FIG. 4A is a state diagram of an example em-
bodiment of an activity type;
[0011] FIG. 4B is a state diagram of an example em-
bodiment of an activity type for which governance ar-
rangements are defined;
[0012] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating examples
of visual representations of types of temporal dependen-
cies;
[0013] FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of an
example embodiment of an activity model that includes
multiple activities having interrelated dependencies;
[0014] FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation of an
example embodiment of an activity model that includes
multiple dependencies between a single strategic activity
and multiple operational activities;
[0015] FIG. 8A is a table diagram showing an example
embodiment of an execution trace generated by the ac-
tivity-management service;
[0016] FIG. 8B is a diagram showing an output of an
example embodiment of automata of a temporal depend-
ency;
[0017] FIG. 8C is a state diagram of an execution mod-
el of the temporal dependency shown in FIG. 8B;
[0018] FIG. 9A is a state diagram of a first phase of an
execution of the activity instances in which, initially, both
activity instances are in the state "Plan";
[0019] FIG. 9B is a state diagram of a second phase
of the execution of the two activity instances in which the
activity instance "Build Dam" changes into the state "Ex-
ecute";
[0020] FIG. 9C is a state diagram of a third phase of
the execution of the two activity instances in which the
activity instance "Transport Sandbags" changes into the
state "Execute" and the dependency is no longer violat-
ed;
[0021] FIG. 10 is an example embodiment of a user
interface context created from data associated with ac-
tivity instances;
[0022] FIG. 11A is a flowchart of an example embod-
iment of a method to manage a plurality of activities;
[0023] FIG. 11B is a flowchart of an example embod-
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iment of the method of FIG. 11A, further including addi-
tional operations;
[0024] FIG. 11 C is a flowchart of an example embod-
iment of the method of FIG. 12A, further including addi-
tional operations; and
[0025] FIG. 12 is a flowchart of an example embodi-
ment of a method to modify a specification of an activity
model to be processed by an activity network;
[0026] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of a machine-read-
able medium on which an example embodiment of the
management system may be executed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0027] In the following description, for purposes of ex-
planation, numerous specific details are set forth in order
to provide an understanding of various embodiments of
the inventive subject matter. It will be evident, however,
to those skilled in the art that embodiments may be prac-
ticed without these specific details. Further, well-known
instruction instances, protocols, structures, and tech-
niques have not been shown in detail. As used herein,
the term "or" may be construed in an inclusive or exclu-
sive sense.
[0028] In an example embodiment, a system to man-
age a plurality of activities is disclosed. The system in-
cludes, for example, a dependency-definition engine to
determine a dependency between a state of a first activity
of the plurality of activities and a state of a second activity
of the plurality of activities, with the dependency requiring
that the state of the second activity change from a first
state to a second state for a non-violating change in the
state of the first activity from the third state to the fourth
state to occur, an activity-monitoring engine to monitor
the first activity and the second activity to detect a viola-
tion of the dependency; and a remedial-action engine
take a remedial action responsive to the detecting of the
violation.
[0029] In another example embodiment, a method to
manage a plurality of activities is disclosed. The method
includes, for example, determining a dependency be-
tween a state of a first activity of the plurality of activities
and a state of a second activity of the plurality of activities,
with the dependency requiring that the state of the second
activity change from a first state to a second state for a
non-violating change in the state of the first activity from
a third state to a fourth state to occur; monitoring the first
activity and the second activity to detect a violation of the
dependency; and taking a remedial action responsive to
the detecting of the violation.
[0030] Each of these example embodiments, and oth-
ers, are discussed in detail below.
[0031] FIG. 1 is an activity diagram of an example dis-
aster recovery plan’100, to which various embodiments
may be applied. In this plan, a flood is assumed to be
threatening different disaster sites in one or more coun-
tries. New, unforeseen challenges emerge, resulting in
a catastrophic situation. At one disaster site, a chemistry

plant and a residential area are threatened by the flood.
If the chemistry plant floods, the residential area has to
be evacuated, because of various dangers, including ex-
plosions, pollution, and flooding of the area. A response
to the flooding of the chemistry plant has not been
planned and no-one has ever faced this situation. An
explosion occurs at the chemistry plant and the air be-
comes polluted. A chain-reaction of such events leads
to an ever more chaotic situation. In FIG. 1, dependencies
between activities of the plan are illustrated using broken
lines. Furthermore, the activities are grouped in boxes
according to organizations primarily responsible for the
activities.
[0032] Various people in a government 170 may coor-
dinate response activities. There may be several coordi-
nating operating centers at different levels (not shown)
in different governments (not shown) for different disaster
sites (not shown), but FIG. 1 focuses, for simplicity, on
just one level of one government 170 and one disaster
site. An expert 190 may help the government 170 by giv-
ing guidance on how to protect the chemistry plant from
the flood. This guidance may not only include developing
activities (e.g., filling sandbags, transporting sandbags,
and building a dam), but also planning activities that may
be needed in case the plant is flooded. Fire fighters 130
may protect 132 the residential area from the flood by
building a dam. The fire fighters 130 may use sandbags
transported 154 by the military 150. The military 150 may
also be responsible for filling 152 the sandbags, trans-
porting 154 the sandbags to a disaster site, and building
a dam 156. Police 110 may be responsible for evacuating
the residential area in case the chemistry plant or the
residential area is flooded. The police 110 may need to
initiate evacuation before the residential area is flooded.
The police 110 may need to take into account the activ-
ities of the fire fighters 130 and the military 150 to evaluate
if there is a need for initiating evacuation.
[0033] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example archi-
tecture of a system 200 to manage, execute, and monitor
activities, such as the activities shown in the disaster re-
covery scenario of FIG. 1. The system 200 may include
one or more activity-network clients, such as activity-net-
work client 210. The activity-network client 210 may con-
nect to or access services of one more activity networks,
such as activity network 260.
[0034] The activity network 260 may manage, execute,
and monitor activities by processing an activity model.
The activity model may describe activities, including ac-
tivities executed concurrently, and their dependencies.
Each of the activities may have an activity type. An activity
type is a description of an activity that may be instantiated
as an activity instance. The activity model may also spec-
ify governance arrangements.
[0035] The description of the activity may include: a
lifecycle (that is, a subset of a finite set of activity states),
a transition function that defines the possible transitions
from one activity state to another, an initial activity state,
and a transition function that defines activity governance
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roles (for example, whether a participant must be ac-
countable for, responsible for, consulted with regard to,
or informed of a transitioning of the activity to a new state).
[0036] The lifecycle of an activity of a first type may
include different states than the lifecycle of an activity of
a second type. Thus, an activity of the first type, such as
the type shown in FIG. 4A, may have states for planning,
executing, failing, blocking, and finishing, whereas an ac-
tivity of the second type, such as the type shown in FIG.
4B, may have states for planning, executing, idling, fail-
ing, canceling, and finishing. Examples of activities that
may be of different types (and may have different lifecy-
cles) include decision-making (or strategic) activities and
field-operations (or operations) activities.
[0037] The governance arrangements may specify
which governance role a participant must have to change
the state of the activity from a first state to a second state.
Governance roles, which may be described as state ma-
chines by participants or users, may include an "Account-
able" role, a "Responsible" role, a "Consulted" role, and
an "Informed" role. In an example embodiment, the "Ac-
countable" role may be assigned to a participant who
decides ultimately on the activity, including the govern-
ance arrangement for the activity. The "Responsible" role
may be assigned to a participant who is responsible for
executing the activity. The "Consulted" role may be as-
signed to a participant who should be consulted prior to
a state change. An "Informed" role may be assigned to
a participant who should be informed after a state
change.
[0038] An instance of a particular activity type may in-
clude an activity name (e.g. "Transport sand bags"), an
activity type (e.g., decision-making or field operations),
a current activity state, a list of activity participants, as-
signments of participants to governance roles, assign-
ments of resources, and assignments of data.
[0039] Dependencies may be established between ac-
tivity instances. Each dependency may be described as
a finite automaton (Hoperoft, Motwani et al. 2000) that
accepts state changes as input. Dependences may also
be represented as linear temporal logic formulas (LTL)
(Berard, Bidoit et al. 1999) and then translated into au-
tomata. Dependencies may also be represented as
graphs (adjacency lists). In an embodiment, the autom-
ata directly relate to a native graphical representation of
the dependencies such that execution time is minimized
and the dependencies need not be translated from LTL
into automata.
[0040] In an example embodiment, a dependency may
be conditional. For example, the dependency may be
conditional upon a change of the state of the second ac-
tivity occurring within a time frame relative to the change
of the state of the first activity. In other words, the de-
pendency may be a temporal dependency. For example,
the dependency may specify that the change of the state
of the second activity from the third state to the fourth
state must precede, but not follow, the change of the
state of the first activity from the first state to the second

state. As another example, the dependency may specify
that the change of the state of the second activity from
the third state to the fourth state must follow the change
in the state of the first activity from the first state to the
second state. These and additional examples of temporal
dependencies are described in detail below with refer-
ence to FIG. 5.
[0041] In an example embodiment, the dependency
may be conditional upon one or more other factors un-
related to the time frame in which the change of the state
of the first activity or the change of the state of the second
activity occurs.
[0042] In an example embodiment, the activity network
260 may expose its functionality to the activity-network
client 210 through an interface, such as a software inter-
face (for example, a Web service interface), a hardware
interface, a user interface, or another type of interface.
The activity-network client 210 may be a user, a machine,
a software application running on a machine, or anything
capable of using the interface provided by the activity-
network client 210. The activity network 260 may include
an activity-management service 262, a logging service
264, a user-management service 266, and a data-man-
agement service 268.
[0043] The logging service 264 may provide function-
ality for logging or storing events, such as activity state
changes, establishment of new dependencies, and so
on. The user-management service 266 may provide the
functionality for managing users, including creating us-
ers, getting or providing information about users, and re-
moving users. The data-management service 268 may
provide the functionality for managing data associated
with an activity, including creating the data, getting or
providing information about the data, and removing the
data. The activity-management service 262 may use the
data-management service 268 and the user-manage-
ment service 266 to assign a user (or a participant) to or
associate data with an activity.
[0044] FIG. 3A is a block diagram illustrating various
engines of an example embodiment of the activity-man-
agement service 262 of FIG. 2. The activity-management
service 262 may include, for example, a dependency-
determination engine 306, an activity-monitoring engine
312, and a remedial-action engine 318.
[0045] The dependency-determination engine 306
may determine a dependency between a change of a
state of a first activity and a change of a state of a second
activity. The dependency may specify, for example, that
the state of the second activity must change from a first
state to a second state when the state of the second
activity changes from a third state to a fourth state. In this
case, a violation of the dependency occurs if the state of
the first activity changes from a third state to a fourth
state, but the state of the second activity does not change
from a first state to a second state. The dependency-
determination engine 306 may interpret a dependency
according to a representation of the dependency as a
state machine or automata, such as the automata de-
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scribed in relation to FIG. 8A, FIG. 8B, and FIG. 8C.
[0046] The activity-monitoring engine 312 may monitor
the first activity and the second activity to detect whether
a violation of the dependency occurs. For example, if the
state of the first activity changes from the third state to
the fourth state, but the state of the second activity does
not change from the first state to the second state, the
activity-monitoring engine 312 may detect the violation.
[0047] The remedial-action engine 318 may take a re-
medial action responsive to a detection of the violation.
The remedial action may include notifying a user or the
activity-network client 210 of the violation, for example,
by causing the display of a visual indicator, such that the
user or the activity-network client 210 may take one or
more actions to correct the violation. The remedial action
may include initiating the changing of the states of one
or more activities such that the dependency is no longer
violated. For example, the remedial-action engine 318
may change the state of the first activity from the second
state to the first state or to a fifth state or the remedial-
action engine 318 may change the state of the second
activity to the second state.
[0048] FIG. 3B is a block diagram showing various ad-
ditional engines of an example embodiment of the activ-
ity-management service 262 of FIG. 2. The activity-man-
agement service 262 may include, for example, a viola-
tion-prevention engine 324, a role-enforcement engine
330, a display-customization engine 336, a data-associ-
ation engine 342, and an information-displaying engine
348.
[0049] The violation-prevention engine 324 may pre-
vent a change of the state of the first activity from the
third state to the fourth state if the change will cause the
violation to occur.
[0050] The role-enforcement engine 330 may prevent
a change of the state of the first activity from the third
state to the fourth state based on an initiator of the change
not having a predetermined role. For example, if the
change of the state of the first activity from the third state
to the fourth state can only be performed by a participant
having the "Responsible" role, and the initiator does not
have the "Responsible" role, the role-enforcement en-
gine 330 may prevent the change.
[0051] The display-customization engine 336 may
cause the display of information about one or more ac-
tivities in a user interface, with the one or more activities
selected or filtered according to a role or a preference of
the user.
[0052] The data-association engine 342 may associ-
ate data with one or more activities. The data may include
any information about the one or more activities, such as
information about the location of the activity (for example,
an address); a visual representation of the activity, such
as an icon; a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of a re-
source that can be used in conjunction with the activity,
such as a map-providing resource, a directions-providing
resource, or an information-displaying resource.
[0053] The information-displaying engine 348 may

cause a display of information about the activity in a user
interface context created from the data. For example, the
information-displaying engine 348 may use the data as-
sociated with the activity to cause display of a visual rep-
resentation of the activity at the location of the activity on
an interactive map. An example of such a display is dis-
cussed with reference to FIG. 10.
[0054] FIG. 3C is a block diagram showing various ad-
ditional engines of an example embodiment of the activ-
ity-management service 262 of FIG. 2. The activity-man-
agement service 262 may include, for example, a type-
management engine 370, an instance-management en-
gine 376, a dependency-management engine 382, a
model-verification engine 388, and an execution engine
394.
[0055] The type-management engine 370 may handle
a modifying of activity types, including a creating, remov-
ing, or changing of activity types. In an example embod-
iment, the type-management engine 370 may manage
an activity type based on an activity-type definition (or
specification) associated with the activity type. The type-
management engine 370 may receive an activity-type
definition or a request to modify the activity-type definition
from an external source, such as the activity-network cli-
ent 210. The type-management engine 370, perhaps in
conjunction with the role-enforcement engine 330, may
prevent the modification of an activity type if an initiator
of the request lacks a proper governance role.
[0056] The instance-management engine 376 may
handle a modifying of activity instances, including a cre-
ating, removing, or changing of activity instances. In an
example embodiment, the instance-management engine
370 may manage an activity instance based on an activ-
ity-type definition associated with the activity instance.
The instance-management engine 376 may receive a
specification of the activity instances or a request to mod-
ify the specification of the activity instances from an ex-
ternal source, such as the activity-network client 210. The
instance-management engine 376, perhaps in conjunc-
tion with the role-enforcement engine 330, may prevent
the modification of the specification of the activity instanc-
es if an initiator of the request lacks a proper governance
role.
[0057] The dependency-management engine 382
may handle a modifying of dependencies, including a
creating, removing, and changing of dependencies be-
tween activities, including dependencies between states
of activities. In an example embodiment, the activities
may be represented as activity instances. In another ex-
ample embodiment, the dependencies between states
of activities may be based on activity-type definitions as-
sociated with the activities. The dependency-manage-
ment engine 382 may receive a specification of the de-
pendencies or a request to modify the specification of
the dependencies from an external source, such as the
activity-network client 210. The dependency-manage-
ment engine 382 may also receive, from an external
source, a definition of automata that includes rules for
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interpreting a dependency, such as the automata de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 8A, FIG. 8B, and FIG. 8C.
The dependency-management engine 382, perhaps in
conjunction with the role-enforcement engine 330, may
prevent the modification of the specification of the de-
pendencies if an initiator of the request lacks a proper
governance role.
[0058] The model-verification engine 388 may verify
that an activity model is valid. For example, a problem
occurs when dependencies between states of two or
more activities form a cyclic graph. This cyclic graph may
violate, for example, transitivity of dependencies (e.g., A
occurs before B, B occurs before C, and C occurs before
A). The model-verification engine 388 may verify that an
activity model is valid by forming a directed graph out of
the dependencies and checking for cycles using a well-
known algorithm, such as the Tarjan algorithm (Tarjan
1971). If the graph has cycles, the activity model is not
valid. In an example embodiment, with this algorithm, the
model-verification engine 388 may verify the activity
model (fmd cycles) in linear time (Number of Vertexes)
+INumber of Edgesi).
[0059] The execution engine 394 may execute one or
more activity instances. To execute an activity instance,
the execution engine 394 may perform one or more ex-
ecution operations, such as changing the state of the
activity instance or managing a violation of a dependen-
cy. The execution engine 394 may also manage one or
more state changes of one or more activities concurrently
because one or more activity instances may be running
in parallel. In an example embodiment, the execution en-
gine 394 logs a result of each execution operation using
a logging service, such as logging service 264.
[0060] In an example embodiment, the execution en-
gine 394 may receive a notification from the activity-net-
work client 210 that a user (for example, a person or a
machine), has requested an activity state change. The
execution engine 394 may check whether the user has
an appropriate governance role to make the activity state
change. If the user does not have the appropriate gov-
ernance role, the execution engine 394 may prevent the
user from making the state change, for example using
the role-enforcement engine 330. The execution engine
394 may check whether the activity state change would
violate an activity state dependency, for example using
the dependency-determination engine 306. If the re-
quested activity state change would result in the violation
of an activity state dependency, the execution engine
394 may prevent the activity state change, for example
using the violation prevention engine 324. Alternatively,
the execution engine 394 may take a remedial action,
such as causing a visual display of the violation or initi-
ating one or more additional activity state changes so
that the activity state dependency is no longer violated.
[0061] Thus, the activity-management service 262
may provide an activity- or process-management capa-
bility that, unlike certain flexible-process solutions is not
control-flow oriented; is flexible on the activity level, not

just the process level; supports modeling of fundamen-
tally different activities (e.g., decision-making activities
vs. activities in the field), each of which may have a dif-
ferent underlying lifecycle; supports definitions of gov-
ernance roles for each activity (that is, who is accounta-
ble, responsible, consulted, and informed of each activity,
and how these governance roles are related to each ac-
tivity); and supports an articulation and management of
the dependencies between activities during execution of
the activities, the dependencies going beyond order de-
pendencies (A follows after B), such as the dependencies
in control-flow-oriented process systems. In one embod-
iment, the system 200 may be an information technology
(IT) process-management solution.
[0062] FIG. 4A is a state diagram of an example em-
bodiment of an activity type 400. The example specifies
that an instance of an activity of this type has states for
planning, executing, failing, blocking, and finishing. The
example also specifies, through its transition function,
that an activity instance of this type can move from the
planning to the execution stage, from the execution to
the fail, block, or finish stage, and from the block stage
to the execute or finish stage.
[0063] FIG. 4B is a state diagram of an example em-
bodiment of an activity type 440 for which governance
arrangements are defined. The example specifies that a
participant must be assigned as responsible for a change
of the state of an instance of an activity of this type from
an idle state to an execute state, from the execute state
to the idle state, from the execute state to a cancel state,
and from the execute state to a finish state. The example
also specifies that a participant must be assigned as ac-
countable for a change of the state of an instance of an
activity of this type from a plan state to the execute state,
from the execute state to the cancel state, and from the
execute state to a fail state. The example also specifies
that a participant must be assigned as consulted for a
change of the state of an instance of an activity of this
type from the plan state to the execute state and from
the execute state to the cancel state.
[0064] FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating examples
of visual representations of types, designated generally
at 500, of temporal dependencies. These types of tem-
poral dependencies are based on the types of temporal
dependencies defined by Allen (Allen 1983), including
precedes 506, contains 512, during 518, meets 524,
starts 530, finishes 536, overlaps 542, equals 548, over-
lapped by 554, finished by 560, started by 566, met by
572, and preceded by 578. Each activity instance or type
may interpret these temporal dependencies differently.
For example, in an example embodiment, a dependency
specifying that a change of a state of a first activity to a
first state "precedes" 506 a change of a state of a second
activity to a second state may be interpreted as violated
if the following events occur: (1) the state of the first ac-
tivity changes to the first state and does not change to a
state other than the first state within a specific time frame
or (2) the state of the second activity changes to the sec-
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ond state and does not change to a state other than the
second state within a specific time frame before the state
of the first activity changes to the first state. However, in
another example embodiment, the dependency may be
interpreted as violated under different conditions, such
as in a different time frame. Each of the other temporal
dependencies may also have multiple interpretations.
[0065] FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of an
example embodiment of an activity model 600 that in-
cludes multiple activities having interrelated dependen-
cies. The first activity (of, for example, a "strategic activ-
ity" activity type), the fill sand bags 152 activity, is related
to two or more operational activities (of, for example, an
"operational activity" activity type), including the transport
sand bags 156 activity and the build dam of sand bags
154 activity. A first dependency, a "starts" temporal de-
pendency, specifies that, for a non-violating change of
the fill sand bags 152 activity to the "Execute" state to
occur, the transport sand bags must also change to the
"Execute" state within a specific time frame. A second
dependency and a third dependency, each a "starts" tem-
poral dependency, specify, respectively, that, for a non-
violating change of the transport sand bags 156 activity
to the "Execute" state to occur, the fill sand bags 152
activity and the build dam of sand bags 154 activity must
also change to the "Execute" state within a specific time
frame. A fourth dependency, a "starts" temporal depend-
ency, specifies that, for a non-violating change of the
build dam of sand bags 154 activity to change to the
"Execute" state, the transport sand bags 156 activity
must also change to the "Execute" state within a specific
time frame. The activity model 600 may include many
other dependencies (not shown) between activities. For
example, the activity model 600 may include dependen-
cies that specify that, if an activity of the "strategic activity"
activity type fails, activities of the "operational activity"
activity type are canceled. Or the activity model 600 may
specify that, if one of the activities of the "operational
activity" activity type fails, then an activity of the "strategic
activity" activity type must change to a "Cancel" state.
Thus, the activity model 600 may allow the modeling of
real-world scenarios that cannot be modeled in traditional
workflow systems.
[0066] FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation of an
example embodiment of an activity model 700 that in-
cludes multiple dependencies between a single strategic
activity and multiple operational activities. A first depend-
ency, "01: Fail (Equals) Si: Cancel," specifies an "Equals"
temporal dependency between a change of the state of
the fill sand bags 152 activity to a "Fail" state and a
change of the state of the protect flood area 132 activity
to a "Cancel" state. A second dependency, "Si: Execute
(Equals) 01: Execute" specifies an "Equals" temporal de-
pendency between a change of the state of the protect
flood area 132 activity to an "Execute" state and the
change of the fill sand bags 152 activity to the "Execute"
state. A third dependency, "Si: Cancel (Starts) 01: Can-
cel" specifies a "Starts" temporal dependency between

a change of the state of the protect flood area 132 activity
to the "Cancel" state and the change of the fill sand bags
152 activity to the "Cancel" state. The same or different
dependencies may exist between the protect flood area
132 activity and other activities, including the transport
sand bags 154 activity and the create sand bag wall 156
activity.
[0067] FIG. 8A is a table diagram showing an example
embodiment of an execution trace 800 generated by the
activity-management service 262, for example, in con-
junction with the logging service 264. The execution trace
800 may include an entry for each change in the state of
an activity. Each entry may include a timestamp, an old
activity state, a new activity state, a governance role, and
a participant. For example, the first entry in execution
trace 800 specifies that, on the date of September 1,
2009, at the time of 10:00:00, a "Chief Fire Officer" par-
ticipant, who had a "Responsible" governance role,
changed the state of the "Build Dam" project from "Plan"
to "Execute."
[0068] FIG. 8B is diagram showing an output of an ex-
ample embodiment of automata 820 of a "Meets" tem-
poral dependency. In an embodiment, dependencies be-
tween activities are represented in the activity-manage-
ment service 262 by automata 820. Each time the state
of an activity changes, the state change is input into the
automata, which changes its state. In an embodiment,
depending on the input, the automata may change into
a violated state, which means that a dependency is vio-
lated, or a neutral state, which means that the depend-
ency is not violated. A detection of a dependency violation
may be done in linear time (0(INumber of dependencies
1). In an embodiment, the amount of work that is done
by the system may be dramatically decreased by only
inputting state changes into the automata interested in
the state change (01Number of dependencies interested
in state change]), because usually a state change only
affects one dependency (OW). The example automata
820 shown in FIG. 8B specifies that activity B has to be
in the state Sb immediately after activity A changes to
the state Sa. In an example embodiment, automata may
be represented as adjacency lists (graphs) in the system
(Hoperoft, Motwani et al. 2000).
[0069] FIG. 8C is a state diagram of an execution mod-
el 840 of the temporal dependency shown in FIG. 8B. If
the input for the automata is A:Sa (which means activity
A has changed into state Sa), then the automata changes
into the violated state, because activity B has to follow
into the state Sb. There are two choices now: Either ac-
tivity A can switch into another state and the dependency
is not violated anymore (is neutral) or activity B can switch
into the state Sb and the dependency is not violated an-
ymore (is neutral). Note that this temporal dependency
may be interpreted differently by different automata. The
set interpretations of temporal dependencies described
with respect to FIG. 5 are just one set of possible inter-
pretations. A set of automata for each dependency may
have a unique interpretation of each dependency. Note
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that other dependencies can be represented in this way;
that is, the activity model is not limited to specifying tem-
poral dependencies between activity states
[0070] FIG. 9A, FIG. 9B, and FIG. 9C are state dia-
grams illustrating an example of phases of an execution
of two activity instances. In this example, the two activity
instances ("Transport Sandbags" and "Build Dam") are
of the same activity type ("field operation"). There is a
dependency ("equals") between both activity instances
with regard to their respective "Execution" states. In an
embodiment, this dependency is interpreted as specify-
ing that both activity instances have to enter the state
"Execute" at the same time. FIG. 9A is a state diagram
of a first phase 900 of the execution of the two activity
instances in which, initially, both activity instances are in
the state "Plan." FIG. 9B is a state diagram of a second
phase 940 of the execution of the two activity instances
in which the activity instance "Build Dam" changes into
the state "Execute." The activity-management service
262 may determine that this state change violates the
dependency. In response, the activity-management
service 262 may take a remedial action such as causing
the display of a visual indicator of the violation so that a
user may respond. FIG. 9C is a state diagram of a third
phase 980 of the execution of two activity instances in
which the activity instance "Transport Sandbags" chang-
es into the state "Execute" and the dependency is not
violated anymore.
[0071] FIG. 10 is an example embodiment of a user
interface context 1000 created from data associated with
activity instances. Although the awareness of current
states of activities itself is already a powerful monitoring
mechanism, monitoring capabilities may be enhanced
by allowing a user to select activity instances that they
are interested in and then making only the selected ac-
tivity instances visible to that user, thereby allowing a
user to filter activity instances based on various factors,
such as the data attached to the activity instances, or
allowing users to view activity instances in various con-
texts (for example, on a map). For example, in FIG. 10,
various activity instances or event data are associated
with and displayed on an interactive map. The exclama-
tion point icon in the red triangle shows that an activity
instance has changed to the "Fail" state. A more detailed
view of information associated with the activity shows
that the failed activity is a "Transport Sandbags" activity
and that the state of the activity was updated by the Police
less than one minute ago. Other icons on the map provide
a visual representation of other activity instances or
events.
[0072] FIG. 11A is a flowchart of an example embod-
iment of a method 1100 to manage a plurality of activities.
The method 1100 includes determining 1106 that a de-
pendency exists between a first activity in the group of
activities and a second activity in the group of activities.
As described with reference to FIG. 2, FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B,
and FIG. 3C, the dependency can be determined during
the processing of an activity model, including a specifi-

cation of activity instances, activity types, or dependen-
cies. A specification of the dependency may be received
by the activity network 260 from an external source, such
as the activity-network client 210, for example, through
the dependency-management engine 382. Alternatively,
the dependency may be inferred from a specification of
a type of activity upon which instances of the first activity
or the second activity are based or from a specification
of the instances of each of the activities in the plurality
of activities. The dependency may specify, for example,
that the state of the second activity change from a first
state to a second state for a non-violating change in the
state of the first activity from a third state to a fourth state
to occur. Moreover, the dependency may be a temporal
dependency (for example, the temporal dependency de-
scribed with reference to FIG. 8C), or the dependency
may be conditional upon one or more other factors un-
related to the time frame in which the change of the state
of the first activity or the change of the state of the second
activity occurs.
[0073] Additional operations of method 1100 include
monitoring 1112 the first activity and the second activity
to detect a violation of the dependency, and taking 1118
a remedial action responsive to the detecting of the vio-
lation. As described above with reference to FIG. 3A,
these operations may be performed by the activity net-
work 260, for example, through the activity-monitoring
engine 312 and the remedial-action engine 318.
[0074] FIG. 11B is a flowchart of an example embod-
iment 1140 of the method of FIG. 11A, further including
preventing 1146 the change of the state of the first activity
from the third state to the fourth state if the change will
cause the violation to occur (e.g., through the violation-
prevention engine 324); and preventing 1152 the change
of the state of the first activity from the third state to the
fourth state based on an initiator of the change not having
a predetermined role (e.g., through the role-enforcement
engine 330).
[0075] FIG. 11C is a flowchart of an example embod-
iment 1160 of the method of FIG. 11A, further including
associating 1166 data with each activity in the plurality
of activities (e.g., through the data-association engine
342); causing 1172 display of information about the plu-
rality of activities in a user interface context created using
the data (e.g., through the data-association engine 342);
and causing 1178 a display of information about one or
more activities of the plurality of activities in a user inter-
face, the one or more activities selected from the plurality
of activities according to a role or a preference of a user
(perhaps through the display-customization engine 336).
[0076] FIG. 12 is a flowchart of an example embodi-
ment of method 1200 for modifying a specification of an
activity model to be processed by an activity network,
such as activity network 260. The method 1200 includes
receiving 1206 a request from the activity-network client
210 or another external source, to modify the specifica-
tion of the activity model. The request may include a re-
quest to add or remove the specification of the activity
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model itself or change the specification of the activity
model. Alternatively, the request may include a request
to modify a specification of an instance of an activity of
a group of activities, a type of an activity upon which the
instance of an activity of the group of activities is based,
or a dependency between a first activity of the group of
activities and a second activity of the group of activities.
[0077] The method 1200 also includes modifying the
specification of the activity model in response to the re-
quest for processing by an activity network, such as ac-
tivity network 260. As described with reference to FIG.
3C, the type-management engine 370 may handle the
modifying of activity types upon which instances of ac-
tivities of the group of activities may be based, the in-
stance-management engine 376 may handle the modi-
fying of instances of activities of the group of activities,
and the dependency-management engine 382 may han-
dle the modifying of dependencies between instances of
activities of the group of activities. The activity model can
then be processed by an activity-network, such as the
activity network 260.
[0078] In an example embodiment (not shown), an ad-
ditional operation of the method 1200 may prevent the
modifying of the specification of the activity model if an
initiator of the request does not have an appropriate gov-
ernance role.

MODULES, COMPONENTS AND LOGIC

[0079] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, modules, or
mechanisms. Modules may constitute either software
modules (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable
medium or in a transmission signal) or hardware mod-
ules. A hardware module is a tangible unit capable of
performing certain operations and may be configured or
arranged in a certain manner. In example embodiments,
one or more computer systems (e.g., a standalone, client
or server computer system) or one or more hardware
modules of a computer system (e.g., a processor or a
group of processors) may be configured by software
(e.g., an application or application portion) as a hardware
module that operates to perform certain operations as
described herein.
[0080] In various embodiments, a hardware module
may be implemented mechanically or electronically. For
example, a hardware module may comprise dedicated
circuitry or logic that is permanently configured (e.g., as
a special-purpose processor, such as a field program-
mable gate array (FPGA) or an application-specific inte-
grated circuit (ASIC)) to perform certain operations. A
hardware module may also comprise programmable log-
ic or circuitry (e.g., as encompassed within a general-
purpose processor or other programmable processor)
that is temporarily configured by software to perform cer-
tain operations. It will be appreciated that the decision to
implement a hardware module mechanically, in dedicat-
ed and permanently configured circuitry, or in temporarily

configured circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may
be driven by cost and time considerations.
[0081] Accordingly, the term "hardware module"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired) or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner and/or
to perform certain operations described herein. Consid-
ering embodiments in which hardware modules are tem-
porarily configured (e.g., programmed), each of the hard-
ware modules need not be configured or instantiated at
any one instance in time. For example, where the hard-
ware modules comprise a general-purpose processor
configured using software, the general-purpose proces-
sor may be configured as respective different hardware
modules at different times. Software may accordingly
configure a processor, for example, to constitute a par-
ticular hardware module at one instance of time and to
constitute a different hardware module at a different in-
stance of time.
[0082] Hardware modules can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware modules.
Accordingly, the described hardware modules may be
regarded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple of such hardware modules exist contemporaneous-
ly, communications may be achieved through signal
transmission (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses)
that connect the hardware modules. In embodiments in
which multiple hardware modules are configured or in-
stantiated at different times, communications between
such hardware modules may be achieved, for example,
through the storage and retrieval of information in mem-
ory structures to which the multiple hardware modules
have access. For example, one hardware module may
perform an operation and store the output of that opera-
tion in a memory device to which it is communicatively
coupled. A further hardware module may then, at a later
time, access the memory device to retrieve and process
the stored output. Hardware modules may also initiate
communications with input or output devices and can op-
erate on a resource (e.g., a collection of information).
[0083] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented modules that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions. The modules referred
to herein may, in some example embodiments, comprise
processor-implemented modules.
[0084] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented. For example,
at least some of the operations of a method may be per-
formed by one or processors or processor-implemented
modules. The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the one or more processors,
not only residing within a single machine, but deployed
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across a number of machines. In some example embod-
iments, the processor or processors may be located in a
single location (e.g., within a home environment, an office
environment or as a server farm), while in other embod-
iments the processors may be distributed across a
number of locations.
[0085] The one or more processors may also operate
to support performance of the relevant operations in a
"cloud computing" environment or as a "software as a
service" (SaaS). For example, at least some of the op-
erations may be performed by a group of computers (as
examples of machines including processors), these op-
erations being accessible via a network (e.g., the Inter-
net) and via one or more appropriate interfaces (e.g.,
Application Program Interfaces (APIs).)

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND SYSTEM

[0086] Example embodiments may be implemented in
digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware,
firmware, software, or in combinations of them. Example
embodiments may be implemented using a computer
program product, e.g., a computer program tangibly em-
bodied in an information carrier, e.g., in a machine-read-
able medium for execution by, or to control the operation
of, data processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable
processor, a computer, or multiple computers.
[0087] A computer program can be written in any form
of programming language, including compiled or inter-
preted languages, and it can be deployed in any form,
including as a stand-alone program or as a module, sub-
routine, or other unit suitable for use in a computing en-
vironment A computer program can be deployed to be
executed on one computer or on multiple computers at
one site or distributed across multiple sites and intercon-
nected by a communication network.
[0088] In example embodiments, operations may be
performed by one or more programmable processors ex-
ecuting a computer program to perform functions by op-
erating on input data and generating output. Method op-
erations can also be performed by, and apparatus of ex-
ample embodiments may be implemented as, special
purpose logic circuitry, e.g., a field programmable gate
array (FPGA) or an application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC).
[0089] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other. In embodiments deploying a programmable com-
puting system, it will be appreciated that that both hard-
ware and software architectures require consideration.
Specifically, it will be appreciated that the choice of
whether to implement certain functionality in permanently
configured hardware (e.g., an ASIC), in temporarily con-
figured hardware (e.g., a combination of software and a

programmable processor), or a combination of perma-
nently and temporarily configured hardware may be a
design choice. Below are set out hardware (e.g., ma-
chine) and software architectures that may be deployed,
in various example embodiments.

EXAMPLE MACHINE ARCHITECTURE AND MA-
CHINE-READABLE MEDIUM

[0090] FIG 13 is a block diagram of machine in the
example form of a computer system 1300 within which
instructions, for causing the machine to perform any one
or more of the methodologies discussed herein, may be
executed. In alternative embodiments, the machine op-
erates as a standalone device or may be connected (e.g.,
networked) to other machines. In a networked deploy-
ment, the machine may operate in the capacity of a server
or a client machine in server-client network environment,
or as a peer machine in a peer-to-peer (or distributed)
network environment. The machine may be a personal
computer (PC), a tablet PC, a set-top box (STB), a Per-
sonal Digital Assistant (PDA), a cellular telephone, a web
appliance, a network router, switch or bridge, or any ma-
chine capable of executing instructions (sequential or
otherwise) that specify actions to be taken by that ma-
chine. Further, while only a single machine is illustrated,
the term "machine" shall also be taken to include any
collection of machines that individually or jointly execute
a set (or multiple sets) of instructions to perform any one
or more of the methodologies discussed herein.
[0091] The example computer system 1300 includes
a processor 1302 (e.g., a central processing unit (CPU),
a graphics processing unit (GPU) or both), a main mem-
ory 1304 and a static memory 1306, which communicate
with each other via a bus 1308. The computer system
1300 may further include a video display unit 1310 (e.g.,
a liquid crystal display (LCD) or a cathode ray tube
(CRT)). The computer system 1300 also includes an al-
phanumeric input device 1312 (e.g., a keyboard), a user
interface (UI) navigation (or cursor control) device 1314
(e.g., a mouse), a disk drive unit 1316, a signal generation
device 1318 (e.g., a speaker) and a network interface
device 1320.

MACHINE-READABLE MEDIUM

[0092] The disk drive unit 1316 includes a machine-
readable medium 1322 on which is stored one or more
sets of instructions and data structures (e.g., software)
1324 embodying or utilized by any one or more of the
methodologies or functions described herein. The in-
structions 1324 may also reside, completely or at least
partially, within the main memory 1304 and/or within the
processor 1302 during execution thereof by the computer
system 1300, the main memory 1304 and the processor
1302 also constituting machine-readable media. The in-
structions 1324 may also reside, completely or at least
partially, within the static memory 1306.
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[0093] While the machine-readable medium 1322 is
shown in an example embodiment to be a single medium,
the term "machine-readable medium" may include a sin-
gle medium or multiple media (e.g., a centralized or dis-
tributed database, and/or associated caches and serv-
ers) that store the one or more instructions or data struc-
tures. The term "machine-readable medium" shall also
be taken to include any tangible medium that is capable
of storing, encoding or carrying instructions for execution
by the machine and that cause the machine to perform
any one or more of the methodologies of the present
embodiments, or that is capable of storing, encoding or
carrying data structures utilized by or associated with
such instructions. The term "machine-readable medium"
shall accordingly be taken to include, but not be limited
to, solid-state memories, and optical and magnetic me-
dia. Specific examples of machine-readable media in-
clude non-volatile memory, including by way of example
semiconductor memory devices, e.g., Erasable Pro-
grammable Read-Only Memory (EPROM), Electrically
Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEP-
ROM), and flash memory devices; magnetic disks such
as internal hard disks and removable disks; magneto-
optical disks; and compact disc-read-only memory (CD-
ROM) and digital versatile disc (or digital video disc) read-
only memory (DVD-ROM) disks.

TRANSMISSION MEDIUM

[0094] The instructions 1324 may further be transmit-
ted or received over a communications network 1326 us-
ing a transmission medium. The instructions 1324 may
be transmitted using the network interface device 1320
and any one of a number of well-known transfer protocols
(e.g., Hyper Text Transfer Protocol or HTTP). Examples
of communication networks include a local area network
("LAN"), a wide area network ("WAN"), the Internet, mo-
bile telephone networks, Plain Old Telephone (POTS)
networks, and wireless data networks (e.g., WiFi and
WiMax networks). The term "transmission medium" shall
be taken to include any intangible medium that is capable
of storing, encoding or carrying instructions for execution
by the machine, and includes digital or analog commu-
nications signals or other intangible media to facilitate
communication of such software.
[0095] Although an embodiment has been described
with reference to specific example embodiments, it will
be evident that various modifications and changes may
be made to these embodiments without departing from
the broader spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly,
the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an
illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. The accompa-
nying drawings that form a part hereof, show by way of
illustration, and not of limitation, specific embodiments in
which the subject matter may be practiced. The embod-
iments illustrated are described in sufficient detail to en-
able those skilled in the art to practice the teachings dis-
closed herein. Other embodiments may be utilized and

derived therefrom, such that structural and logical sub-
stitutions and changes may be made without departing
from the scope of this disclosure. This Detailed Descrip-
tion, therefore, is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and
the scope of various embodiments is defined only by the
appended claims, along with the full range of equivalents
to which such claims are entitled.
[0096] Such embodiments of the inventive subject
matter may be referred to herein, individually and/or col-
lectively, by the term "invention" merely for convenience
and without intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this
application to any single invention or inventive concept
if more than one is in fact disclosed. Thus, although spe-
cific embodiments have been illustrated and described
herein, it should be appreciated that any arrangement
calculated to achieve the same purpose may be substi-
tuted for the specific embodiments shown. This disclo-
sure is intended to cover any and all adaptations or var-
iations of various embodiments. Combinations of the
above embodiments, and other embodiments not spe-
cifically described herein, will be apparent to those of skill
in the art upon reviewing the above description.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented method to manage a plu-
rality of activities, the method comprising:

determining by a processor a dependency be-
tween a state of a first activity of the plurality of
activities and a state of a second activity of the
plurality of activities, the dependency requiring
that the state of the second activity change from
a first state to a second state for a non-violating
change in the state of the first activity from a
third state to a fourth state to occur;
monitoring the first activity and the second ac-
tivity to detect a violation of the dependency; and
taking a remedial action responsive to the de-
tecting of the violation.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the dependency is
a conditional dependency and/or a temporal de-
pendency.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the detecting of
the violation comprises detecting a change of the
state of the first activity from the third state to the
fourth state without a corresponding change in the
state of the second activity from the first state to the
second state.

4. The method of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the remedial action includes at least one of
causing a display of a visual alert in a user interface,
changing the state of the first activity from the second
state to the first state or to a fifth state, or changing
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the state of the second activity to the second state.

5. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther comprising preventing the change of the state
of the first activity from the third state to the fourth
state if the change will cause the violation to occur.

6. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther comprising preventing the change of the state
of the first activity from the third state to the fourth
state based on an initiator of the change not having
a predetermined role.

7. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther comprising:

associating data with each activity in the plurality
of activities; and
causing a display of information about the plu-
rality of activities in a user interface context cre-
ated using the data.

8. The method of any one of the preceding claims, fur-
ther comprising causing a display of information
about one or more activities of the plurality of activ-
ities in a user interface, the one or more activities
selected from the plurality of activities according to
a role or a preference of a user.

9. Computer program product comprising computer
readable instructions, which when loaded and run in
a computer system and/or computer network sys-
tem, causes the computer system and/or the com-
puter network system to perform operations accord-
ing to a method of any one of the preceding claims.

10. A computer system to manage a plurality of activities,
the system comprising:

a dependency-definition engine to determine by
a processor a dependency between a state of a
first activity of the plurality of activities and a state
of a second activity of the plurality of activities,
the dependency requiring that the state of the
second activity change from a first state to a sec-
ond state for a non-violating change in the state
of the first activity from a third state to a fourth
state to occur;
an activity-monitoring engine to monitor the first
activity and the second activity to detect a vio-
lation of the dependency; and
a remedial-action engine to take a remedial ac-
tion responsive to the detecting of the violation.

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the system is further
operable to perform a method according to any one
of claims 2 to 8.

12. A machine-readable storage medium embodying a
set of instructions that, when executed by a proces-
sor, causes the processor to perform a method to
create an activity model for execution by an activity
network, the method comprising:

receiving a request to modify a specification of
an activity model, the specification of the activity
model including a plurality of instances of activ-
ities and a specification of a dependency be-
tween a change of a state of a first instance of
the plurality of instances and a change of a state
of a second instance of the plurality of instances,
the first instance and the second instance of the
plurality of instances having a first type or a sec-
ond type, the first type having a first lifecycle
including a first plurality of states, the second
type having a second lifecycle including a sec-
ond plurality of states, the second plurality of
states including at least one state that is not in-
cluded in the first plurality of states, the activity
model to be processed by the activity network;
and
responsive to the receiving of the request, mod-
ifying the specification of the activity model.

13. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 12,
wherein the first plurality of states includes a start
state and an end state.

14. The machine-readable storage medium of claim 12
or 13, further comprising: receiving a definition of
automata for a temporal dependency, the automata
including rules for interpreting the temporal depend-
ency; and
basing the specification of the dependency on the
automata for the temporal dependency.

15. The machine-readable storage medium of any one
of claims 13 to 15, wherein the modifying of the spec-
ification is not performed if an initiator of the request
does not have a predetermined role.

16. A system comprising:

means for receiving a request to modify a spec-
ification of an activity model, the specification of
the activity model including a plurality of instanc-
es of activities and a specification of a depend-
ency between a change of a state of a first in-
stance of the plurality of instances and a change
of a state of a second instance of the plurality of
instances, the first instance and the second in-
stance of the plurality of instances having a first
type or a second type, the first type having a first
lifecycle including a first plurality of states, the
second type having a second lifecycle including
a second plurality of states, the second plurality
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of states including at least one state that is not
included in the first plurality of states, the activity
model to be processed by an activity-manage-
ment service; and
means for modifying the specification of the ac-
tivity model responsive to the receiving of the
request.

17. The system claim 16, wherein the system further
comprises means to perform a method embodied as
a set of instructions according to a machine-readable
storage medium according to any one of claims 13
to 15.
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